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Polyproline-type helical-structured low-molecular weight heparin (LMWH)-taurocholate conjugate as a new angiogenesis inhibitor
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Although heparin can regulate angiogenesis, tumor growth and metastasis, its clinical application, as well as that of low-molecular weight heparin (LMWH), for treating cancer is limited because of heparin’s anticoagulant activity and risk of hemorrhages. LMWH-taurocholate conjugates (LHT7), which have low anticoagulant activity, were synthesized. The structural property of LHT7 was evaluated by circular dichroism and the binding affinity of LHT7 to vascular endothelial growth factor 165 (VEGF165) was measured by isothermal titration calorimetry. The inhibitory effect of LHT7 on VEGF-mediated KDR (VEGF-receptor 2) phosphorylation in Human umbilical vein endothelial cells was evaluated. The VEGF165 dependent Matrigel plug assay was performed to verify the antiangiogenic potential of LHT7 on a VEGF165 inhibitor. Finally, tumor growth inhibition effects of LHT7 on SCC7 and the survival rate of animal models were investigated. Moreover, MDA-MB231 xenograft mouse model was additionally used to confirm the therapeutic effect of LHT7 on human breast cancer cell line. As a result, LHT7 which has 12.7% of anticoagulant activity of the original LMWH showed a peculiar polyproline-type helical structure. LHT7 binds to VEGF strongly and inhibits VEGF dependent KDR phosphorylation. The results of Matrigel plug assay proved LHT7 as a strong antiangiogenic agent inhibiting VEGF165. Remarkably, LHT7 showed a significant tumor growth inhibition potential on SCC7 with an increased survival rate. LHT7 also delayed tumor growth in MDA-MB231 human breast cancer cell lines.
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Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from existing vasculature, is a fundamental process for tumor growth, metastasis and other angiogenic diseases. Recently, angiogenesis has been established as a crucial target for cancer treatment, as the process of new blood vessel formation is required to supply oxygen and nutrients needed for tumor growth when a cancer cell reaches a certain size. Moreover, angiogenic microvascular endothelial cells became a cardinal target for therapeutic intervention since they are easily accessible.

Angiogenesis is a multistep process that involves endothelial cell activation, proliferation, migration, the proteolytic degradation of the extracellular matrix and the formation of capillary vessels. To trigger this process, tumor cells release a number of angiogenic growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor basic (bFGF) and scatter factors. Many angiogenic proteins, which are potential targets for pharmacological inhibitory strategies, depend on heparan sulfate for their biological functions. Heparan sulfate is found on the cell surface and in the extracellular matrix where it plays a central role in growth factor regulation. It has been reported that bFGF and several isoforms of VEGF depend on the mechanics of polyproline-type heparan sulfate. For this reason, heparin, which has structural similarities with heparan sulfate, has been highlighted as a growth factor inhibitory therapeutic agent beyond its anticoagulant indications.

Heparin is a highly sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) and a potent inhibitor of blood coagulation, which is mainly attained through the formation of complex with antithrombin III. Moreover, heparin can affect angiogenesis on the basis of binding with angiogenic growth factors. The interaction between heparin and growth factors is mediated by the physiochemical properties of heparin, which are bestowed by its sulfation pattern, charge distribution, overall charge density and molecular size. Nevertheless, heparin-based therapeutic approaches are limited, because the therapeutic effects of heparin are not strong enough to apply to clinical uses. Apart from the lack of its strong therapeutic effect, it is also noted that it causes the side effect of hemorrhage.

Several chemically modified heparin derivatives such as heparin-steroid conjugates, heparin-poly styrene derivatives, bile acid-acetylated heparin derivatives and neoheparin have been synthesized to overcome these clinical limitations. Those chemically modified heparin conjugates have an advantage in decreasing the risk of bleeding, as well as enhancing other biological activities of heparin, which prevents angiogenesis, metastasis and cell proliferations. In particular, bile acid-acetylated heparin derivatives showed higher anticancer effects than heparin alone due to their carrier effect based on EPR effects, antiangiogenic activities and cell internalized apoptotic effects. On the basis of previous studies about bile acid-acetylated heparin derivatives, new low-molecular weight heparin (LMWH)-taurocholate conjugates (LHT) were prepared to make covalent bonding between the amine group of N-taurocholytelyenediamine (TCA-NH2) and carboxylic acids in the LMWH via amide formations. The LHT derivatives, we have developed for this study have, an academic novelty since these conjugates have quite different prop-
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erties compared with other previous heparin derivatives. LHT can have a diverse range of anticoagulant activities as well as highly sulfated patterns; hence, we can evaluate the relationship between anticoagulant effects, anticoagulant activities and its sulfation pattern. Thus, the optimal condition of heparin derivatives in anticancer therapy was proposed.

We systematically evaluated the therapeutic potential of LHT as an effective anticancer agent by focusing on its antiangiogenic behavior using VEGF₁₆₅ dependent in vivo Matrigel plug assay, binding assay between LHT and VEGF and Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) phosphorylation assay with or without drugs. To evaluate therapeutic potentials of LHT in solid tumors, tumor inhibitory experiments were performed using SCC7 cancer cell, LHT2, LHT7 and LMWH were administered once per 3 days to be compared with the control group. To observe the effect of dosage and injection intervals of LHT7, we varied the drug dosage (0.5, 1 and 5 mg/kg) and the administration schedule (once/day, 2 days, 3 days and 7 days). Finally, cancer disease models which were grafted with MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma were used in tumor inhibition test to evaluate the therapeutic validity of LHT7 (1, 5 mg/kg/day) on the human cancer cell lines.

Material and methods

Materials

Low-molecular-weight-heparin (LMWH, Fraxiparin; average MW 4.5 kDa) was purchased from GlaxoSmithKline (Brentford, UK). Taurocholic acid sodium salt (TCA), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC), 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate (4-NPC), triethylamine, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), ethylene diamine, N-hydroxysuccinimide (HOSu), 4-methylmorpholine, 1,4-dioxane, 2% ninhydrin reagent and trypsin-EDTA were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), ethylene diamine, formamide and acetone were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), and Coatest Factor Xa assay kits were from Chromogenix (Milan, Italy). The Matrigel was obtained from BD bioscience (San Jose, CA), and vascular endothelial growth factor 165 (VEGF₁₆₅) was purchased from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ).

Preparation of LMWH-taurocholate conjugate

Taurocholic acid sodium salt (0.50 g) was mixed with DMF (4.6 ml) and the mixture was agitated at 0°C (Fig. 1). Then triethylamine (0.565 g) and 4-NPC (0.937 g) were added to the taurocholate (TCA) solution, following which, the mixture was reacted for 1 hr at 0°C and 6 hr at room temperature. The reaction solution was centrifuged and filtered. The filtrate was extracted three times from the mixture of ethyl acetate and distilled water. The separated aqueous layer was condensed in vacuum and lyophilized. We could obtain TCA-NPC, 4-methylmorpholine and ethylenediamine was 1:5:6. TCA-NPC (0.5 g) was dissolved in 5 ml of DMF solvent and 0.144 g of 4-methyl-morphorline was added, agitating for 1 hr at 50°C. This mixed reactant was dissolved in excess ethylenediamine solution very slowly and we sustained this reaction for 16 hr at room temperature. The feed mole ratio of CB-TCA, 4-methylmorpholine and ethylenediamine was 1:2:100. The product, TCA-NH₂, is water soluble, but ethylenediamine, 4-methylmorpholine and 4-NPC are not dissolved in water. So, the product was recrystallized in acetone to obtain pure TCA-NH₂. After purification, precipitated products were dried under vacuum condition. LMWH was dissolved in distilled water with gentle heat and 0.1 M of HCl was added to maintain the pH condition in the range of 5.5–6.0. To establish several kinds of LMWH-taurocholate derivatives, the feed molar ratio of each reagent was controlled. EDAC was added to the prepared solution and agitated for 5 min to activate carboxylic acid group of LMWH. After that, HOSu was added and agitated for 30 min, followed by slow adding of TCA-NH₂ solution. This reaction was carried out at room temperature and the reaction condition was thoroughly sustained. Unreacted EDAC, HOSu and TCA-NH₂ were removed by dialysis using a membrane of MWCO 2,000 Da.

Characterizations

Several synthesized materials in each step were analyzed using Avance 500 FT-NMR (Bruker, MA), FTIR 4200 spectrometer (Jasco, Japan) and HPLC-1200 series (Agilent technologies, CA). The coupling ratio, defined as the number of taurocholic acid molecules per one heparin molecule, was determined using the UV method. The taurocholic acid content in the heparin molecule was detected by the sulfuric acid method, which was developed for the characterization of polysaccharides modified with bile acids. Briefly, an accurately weighed amount of modified heparin was dissolved in water, and an 140 μl of this solution was mixed with 360 μl of pure sulfuric acid at 70°C for 30 min. The final solution was cooled to room temperature and the absorbance was measured at 420 nm against a blank containing the same components as the sample. The anticoagulant activity of LHT was measured by using Coatest Heparin FXa assays kit (Chromogenix, Italy). Circular dichroism spectra of each LHT were measured on a Jasco J-715 circular dichroism detector (Jasco, Japan) over the range of 190–260 nm in PBS using a quartz cuvette with a path length of 0.1 cm. Spectra measurements, taken 6 times with a response rate of 50 nm/min and a data point resolution of 0.002 nm were averaged to obtain a smooth graph from the data. To check the conformational change of LHT, the circular dichroism of several LHT was recorded under the same condition.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

Isothermal titration calorimetry was performed using a MicroCal VP-ITC titration microcalorimeter (Northampton, MA) at 30°C. VEGF₁₆₅ at a concentration of 17.45 μM in PBS (pH 7.0) was placed in the 1.4 ml calorimeter cell, and LMWH or LHT at a concentration of 350 μM in PBS (pH 7.0) was added sequentially in 6 μl aliquots (for a total of 29 injection) at 5 min intervals. The heat of reaction per injection (microcalories per second) was determined by integration of the peak areas using the Origin Version 5.0 software. This software provides best-fit value of the dissociation constant (K_d) from the plots of the heat evolved per mol of heparin injection versus the VEGF₁₆₅/LMWHi or LHT molar ratio.

VEGF₁₆₅-mediated KDR phosphorylation assay

HUVECs (HUVECs; Clonetics, San Diego, CA) were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO₂ in Endothelial Cell Basal Medium-2 (EBM-2; Clonetics) supplemented with endothelial growth medium (EGM-2; Clonetics). The cells were incubated in serum-free medium without other supplements for 9 hr and then treated with indicated drugs such as 500 ng/ml of LHT7 and bevacizumab (Avastin®, Roche Pharma) for 1 hr. VEGF₁₆₅ (50 ng/ml) (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ) was preincubated at 37°C for 2 hr and then VEGF₁₆₅ was treated into the cells for 5 min. The treatment was terminated by removal of the medium and washed with cold phosphate-buffered saline with 0.2 mM Na₃VO₄. Cells were solubilized in sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 50 mM DTT, 0.01% bromophenol blue) and harvested by scraping. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 4°C for 10 min at 14,000g and boiled in 100°C for 10 min. The cell lysate was separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were probed with rabbit polyclonal anti-phospho-VEGFR2 antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) followed by a goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody; immunoreactive proteins were detected and visualized by chemiluminescence (ECL kit; Pierce, Rockford, IL).
In vivo Matrigel plug assay

These assays were performed as described previously. Briefly, 637 μl of liquid Matrigel-PBS mixture was injected subcutaneously into the flanks of C3H/HeN mice. The Matrigel (BD bioscience, CA) contained VEGF_{165} (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ) at a final concentration of 500 ng/ml to stimulate angiogenesis and heparin or LHT at a final concentration of 500 μg/ml. All treatment groups contained 6 mice and the care and maintenance of animals were undertaken in conformance with the Institutional guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of our university. After 10 days, mice were sacrificed and Matrigel plugs were removed and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. To evaluate angiogenesis, plugs were sectioned with 5-μm thickness and were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to observe blood vessels within Matrigel. Microvessel was also assessed by anti-von Willebrand factor (anti-vWF) immunostain on immobilized sections of Matrigel. Furthermore, the hemoglobin (Hb) content within the Matrigel plugs was determined by using the Drabkin’s reagent kit (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The Matrigel plugs were removed and homogenized in hypotonic lysis buffer (250 μl of 0.1% Brij-35 per plug) and centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 g to measure hemoglobin contents in new blood vessels in the Matrigel plugs. The supernatant was incubated in 0.5 ml of Drabkin’s solution for 15 min at room temperature; and the absorbance was measured at 540 nm with Drabkin’s solution as a blank. Since absorbance is proportional to the total hemoglobin content, the relative hemoglobin content was calculated versus the negative and positive controls.

Inhibition effect of LHT on tumor growth

Male C3H/HeN mice (7-weeks old, Orient Bio, Korea) weighing 24–25 g were given dorsal subcutaneous injection of 1.0 × 10^6 SCC7 cells. SCC7 cells were originally obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD) and cultured in the Rosewell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI1640 from Sigma Aldrich) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. On day 7, when each tumor became palpable, volumes reached 50–70 mm^3 and drug administration was started. In the first experiment, we used 3 kinds of drugs, LMWH, LHT2 and LHT7, with the same dosage of 5 mg/kg and the fixed interval of once per 3 days to evaluate the therapeutic effect of LHT, which have different anticoagulant activities. Next, we selected LHT7 as a target drug, and on the basis of the results of the first experiment, we varied its dosages as 0.5, 1 and 5 mg/kg, respectively, with daily intravenous administration. Then, we fixed the dosage of LHT7 at 1 mg/kg and varied its interval of administration as daily, once every other day, once every 3 days and once a week. The mice were given intravenous injections of 100 μl of saline containing each drug for 15 days. Every treatment group contained 8–9 mice. The survival rate in mice which were treated with saline, LMWH (5 mg/kg/2 days) and LHT7 (1 mg/kg/2 days) was evaluated for 2 months.
### Statistics

Data are expressed as means ± standard errors (s.e.). The non-parametric *t*-test was used to compare groups, where *p* values of <0.05 were considered significant.

### Results

#### Characteristics

In the synthesis of LHT, the amine group of *N*-taurocholyethylenediamine was coupled with carboxylic groups of LMWH in the presence of EDAC. The synthetic fidelity was confirmed by the 

#### Table 1 - Feed Molar Ratio and Characterization of LHT Derivatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Feed molar ratio</th>
<th>Coupling ratio</th>
<th>Anticoagulant activity (FXa, %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHT1</td>
<td>1:2:1:2:1.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHT2</td>
<td>1:2:4:2:2.6</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHT3</td>
<td>1:3:6:3:6:4</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHT4</td>
<td>1:6:6:6:7</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHT7</td>
<td>1:12:12:13:3.3</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1Reaction ratio of LMWH:EDAC:HOSu:TCA-NH$_2$. 

**To investigate therapeutic potential of LHT7 on human cancer cell line, athymic nude mice (7-weeks old, Institute of Medical Science, Tokyo, Japan) were used for animal experiments. A subcutaneous tumor was established by inoculating 1.0 × 10$^7$ MDA-MB231 human breast cancer cells into the back of a mouse. When tumors grew to ~300 mm$^3$, LHT7 was injected via tail vein. Mice were divided into 5 groups and received different injections as follows: (i) normal saline (the control group, intravenous injection); (ii) LHT7 at 1 mg/kg, 5 mg/kg (intravenous injection). Each sample was injected once every 2 days. The care and maintenance of animals were undertaken in conformation with the institutional guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of our university. The body weights of mice were recorded, and tumor volumes were calculated as $V = \frac{4}{3}\pi a^3 b$, where *a* is the largest and *b* the smallest diameter. After sacrifice, tumor tissues were histologically evaluated using 4, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), CD34 and Ki67 immunohistochemistry to indicate blood vessel formation and cell proliferation. The number of CD34 positive erythrocyte-filled blood vessels and Ki67 positive proliferating cells were counted and averaged using the 5–6 high-power fields (200×) microscopy.

#### Inhibitory effect of LHT7 on VEGF$_{165}$-mediated KDR phosphorylation in HUVECs

To determine the mechanism related to the angiostatic properties of LHT7, we studied how it affects the endothelial cell growth. HUVECs were incubated with drugs (LHT7 and LMWH), followed by treatment with VEGF$_{165}$ or with the coincubated mixture of bevacizumab plus VEGF$_{165}$. VEGF$_{165}$ induced the increased cell proliferation. On the other hand, the incubation with LHT7 almost completely blocked the VEGF$_{165}$ binding to VEGF$_{165}$ (Fig. 2d). The binding affinity of LHT7 to VEGF$_{165}$ is strong enough to be compared with that of LMWH to antithrombin III in the process of anticoagulation.

#### Antiangiogenic effect of LHT7 in vivo Matrigel plug assay

*In vivo* Matrigel plug assay was carried out to determine whether LHT7 inhibits the angiogenesis induced by VEGF$_{165}$ (Fig. 4). After 10 days of subcutaneous injection into the flank of C57/Bl6 mice with 4 different kinds of Matrigel solutions, including positive and negative control groups, LMWH/VEGF$_{165}$ and LHT7/VEGF$_{165}$ groups, Matrigel plugs were removed from mice and their external appearances were photographed (Fig. 4a). The positive controlled plugs treated with only VEGF$_{165}$ were dark-brown in color, and the plugs treated with heparin and VEGF$_{165}$ were yellow brown in color, representing the formation of new blood vessels and existing red blood cells within the vessels. On the other hand, the plugs treated with LHT7 and VEGF$_{165}$ were pale in their color like a case of PBS treating negative control group. It indicates that LHT7 was the main cause of a significant decrease in blood vessel formation. The robust blood vessels were visualized in the positive control and LMWH/VEGF$_{165}$ groups by H&E and anti-vWF immunohistochemistry; however, there were few blood vessels and red blood cells in the LHT7/VEGF$_{165}$ groups (Figs. 4b and 4c). Furthermore, the quantitative
analysis of blood formation was performed by determining hemoglobin contents in the Matrigels by using Drabkin’s reagent (Fig. 4d). LHT7/VEGF165-containing Matrigel plugs had 78% less of the hemoglobin amount than the positive control group. These results imply that LHT7 inhibits VEGF165-induced angiogenesis in vivo.

**Figure 2** — Structural characterization of LHT. (a) CD spectra of LHT series. LHT7 showed polyproline-type helical structure compared with other LHT derivatives. (b) Chemical structure of LHT7.
FIGURE 3 – Binding affinity between VEGF<sub>165</sub> and LMWH or LHT7 and their biological influence in the angiogenesis signal transduction. (a) Isothermal titration calorimetry. Dissociation constant (K<sub>d</sub>) in making complexes between VEGF<sub>165</sub> and LMWH (left) or VEGF<sub>165</sub> and LHT7 (right) were evaluated. (b) VEGF<sub>165</sub> dependent KDR phosphorylation. HUVECs were incubated with 500 ng/ml of LHT7 or the same amount of bevacizumab for 1 hr, followed by treatment with VEGF<sub>165</sub> (50 ng/ml) for 5 min. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the phosphorylated proteins were probed with antiphospho-VEGFR2. β-actin was used as a loading control.
Antitumoral effect of LHT in mice

Anticancer effect of LHT was investigated in an in vivo tumor graft model using SCC7 cells. SCC7 cells were subcutaneously injected into the flanks of C3H/HeN mice, and subsequent tumor growth and neovascularization were monitored for 15 days after intravenously administering 5 mg/kg/3 day of LMWH, LHT2 and LHT7. LHT7 showed therapeutic potentials in SCC7 cancer disease models. In the first experiment, the LHT7 treated group inhibited tumor growth by 69% compared with the saline treated control group (Fig. 5a). However, LHT2, whose anticoagulant activity is about 80%, showed less tumor inhibition effect than LHT7. When LHT7 was treated at 0.5, 1 and 5 mg/kg/day, tumor growth rate was significantly lowered by 63 and 70% in the 1 mg/kg/day and 5 mg/kg/day group compared with the control group (Fig. 5b). When LHT7 was administered at the same dosage of 1 mg/kg at different intervals of a day, once/2 days, once/3 days and once a week, it was noted that tumor growth was inhibited dramatically when once per 2 days as well as everyday administrations are given (Fig. 5c). Therefore, based on this experiment, 1 mg/kg/2 days of LHT7 was determined as the proper dosage in the mouse model. The survival rates of mice which were treated with saline (control), LMWH and LHT7 were evaluated for about 2 months. On day 35, the survival rates of control, LMWH and LHT7 groups were 25, 50 and 75%, respectively. All the mice with saline treatment died after 46 days of the administration, yet the LMWH and LHT7 groups showed survival rates of 25 and 62.5%, respectively. Moreover, the LHT7 group showed a prolonged survival rate above 60% for about 70 days (Fig. 5d).

The antitumor effect of LHT7 in mice was evaluated using MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma. When the mice were...
treated with LHT7, the tumor growth rates were much slower than the control group. LHT7 at 1 and 5 mg/kg/day significantly decreased tumor volumes by 85.6% and 90.3%, respectively. The in vivo antiangiogenic or antiproliferating activity of LHT7 in the MDA-MB231 human breast cancer xenograft model was confirmed using the CD34 and Ki67 immunohistochemistry staining assay. Treatments with LHT7 of 1 mg/kg/day and LHT of 5 mg/kg/day decreased the number of CD34 positive blood vessels by 74.3% and 85.1%, respectively, compared with the control group. Moreover, LHT7 at 1 and 5 mg/kg/day inhibited the cell proliferation by 56.6% and 70.4%, compared with the control group (Fig. 6).

Discussion

The angiogenesis phenomenon of new blood vessel formation has been considered as a crucial process in tumor development, because tumor cells maintain their continuous growth by obtaining sufficient oxygen and nutrients from blood vessels. In terms of angiogenesis, we can consider diverse factors such as bFGF, VEGF, PDGF, heparanase and several MMPs. Although there are many kinds of angiogenesis promoters, one of the most important factors is vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Among several VEGF isoforms including VEGF_{121}, VEGF_{165}, VEGF_{189} and VEGF_{206}, VEGF_{165} is a major form which promotes angiogenesis significantly. This study shows that the polyproline-type helical structured LHT7 could inhibit VEGF_{165}-dependent angiogenesis and further developments of tumors by restricting nutrient supply. Also this study reveals that LHT7 has specialized physical and structural properties to block VEGF_{165}-dependent angiogenesis successfully compared with LMWH.

The polyproline-type helical structured LHT7 could efficiently prevent tumor development in vivo by restricting angiogenesis. In the case of intravenous treatments with LHT7, tumor growth was significantly inhibited compared with the control group in both SCC7 murine cancer cell and MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma. The development of a tumor size is directly related to the formation of new blood vessels in the tumor tissues. According to the histological results of MDA-MB231 tumor tissues, we could show LHT7 inhibited angiogenesis and further cell proliferation effectively. By preventing tumor tissues from making new blood vessels through LHT7 treatment, we showed that tumor growth was dramatically delayed. In this study, we showed that LHT7 could inhibit the angiogenesis in MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma, and its angiogenesis inhibitory effect was clearly shown by the VEGF_{165}-dependent in vivo Matrigel plug assay. In this
assay, LHT7/VEGF<sub>165</sub> group had much lower amount of hemoglobin than the positive control group. Moreover, in the HUVECs tubular formation experiment, LHT7 dramatically inhibited the organization of endothelial cells into the tubular structure more significantly compared with the case of control and LMWH groups (data not shown).

To clearly confirm the action mechanism of LHT7, we carried out VEGF<sub>165</sub>-mediated KDR phosphorylation assay. In this assay, we showed that LHT7 blocked the phosphorylation of VEGF<sub>165</sub> receptor as bevacizumab, the monoclonal antibody of VEGF<sub>165</sub> did. In this regard, LHT7 played a crucial role as an angiogenesis inhibitor by interfering with the interaction between VEGF<sub>165</sub> and its receptors. To learn how LHT7 physically neutralize VEGF<sub>165</sub> activity, the binding affinity between VEGF<sub>165</sub> and LHT7 was determined by using isothermal titration calorimetry in a solution state. In this experiment, we showed that LHT7 could bind to VEGF<sub>165</sub> with a dissociation constant of ($3.21 \pm 0.04 \times 10^{-7}$) M, which means that LHT7 binds to VEGF<sub>165</sub> better than LMWH does, with ~60 times stronger affinity. In particular, the $10^{-7}$-ordered dissociation constant in the binding of LHT7 to VEGF<sub>165</sub> is comparable to the binding affinity between antithrombin III and LMWH in a biological coagulation process. This explains how the binding affinity between LHT7 and VEGF<sub>165</sub> is strong enough to be sustained in the biological environment as well as in vitro condition, as antithrombin III can readily interact with LMWH in a human body.

It has been reported that VEGF<sub>165</sub> has its own heparin binding domain (HBD) which represents residues from 111 to 165. In this

Figure 6 – MDA-MB 231 tumor growth inhibition. (a) Tumor growth curves for saline (• control), LHT7 (◆ 1 mg/kg/day, • 5 mg/kg/day). *, p < 0.0001 versus control. (b) Tumor weight. The error bar represents SE (n = 8 or 9). *, p < 0.001 versus control. The inset p value in figure indicated the significances between groups. (c) Immunohistochemistry with CD34, Ki67 of experimental tumor tissue. The administration of LHT7 (1, 5 mg/kg/day) decreased the number of CD34 positive blood vessels 74.3% and 85.1%, respectively, compared with the control group. LHT7 at (1, 5 mg/kg/day) also inhibited the cell proliferation by 56.6% and 70.4% compared with the case of control group.
domain, there are a number of basic amino acids such as Arg 124, 145, 156, 159 and Lys 140. The HBD mainly interacts with the sulfate and carboxylic acid groups of LMWH. Based on this fact, LMWH has been studied as an active compound which can inhibit VEGF functions; it has also been proposed as a potent anticancer agent. However, the therapeutic effect of LMWH is so trivial that it should not be applied clinically and the repetitive administration of LMWH can result in a considerable side effect of bleeding. On the other hand, LHT7 overcame these drawbacks of LMWH, since LHT7 has much better potency in cancer treatments that it cannot be applied clinically and the repetitive administration of LHT7 could have significant antiangiogenic effects by blocking interaction between VEGF and its receptors by strongly deterring angiogenesis signals through VEGF receptors. Owing to its angiogenesis inhibitory effect, LHT7 can also delay tumor growth significantly in both SCC7 murine cancer cell line and MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma. Based on these findings, LHT7 could be a more suitable candidate for coadministration with other anticancer drugs without certain drawbacks, or for the first line of cancer therapy, because LHT7 has a dramatic therapeutic potential with lower side effects.
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VEGF targeted therapies has been proposed owing to the fundamental roles of VEGF in angiogenesis and further tumorigenesis. Some VEGF antagonists or VEGF receptor inhibitors have been discovered at present. However, these inhibitors have various drawbacks such as high drug resistance, severe toxicities and great expense to generate. LHT7 may have potential value as a therapeutic agent to prevent angiogenesis and delay tumor development. It can be used conveniently and safely, since heparin is a nontoxic biomolecule. Even though heparin has a drawback of hemorrhage, the antiangiogenic activity of LHT7 is just at 12% level of LMWH, so its usage in therapeutic dosages has no problem. Also, the survival rates of mice in tumor inhibition experiments showed a promising level of anticancer activity for LHT7. LHT7 group showed a prolonged survival rate above 60% for about 60 days while maintaining their normal body weight. This explains that LHT7 showed tumor inhibition ability without severe toxicity.

In summary, our study showed that the polyproline-type helical structured LHT7 could have significant antiangiogenic effects by blocking interaction between VEGF and its receptors by strongly binding to VEGF receptors, thus deterring angiogenesis signals through VEGF receptors. Owing to its angiogenesis inhibitory effect, LHT7 can also delay tumor growth significantly in both SCC7 murine cancer cell line and MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma. Based on these findings, LHT7 could be a more suitable candidate for coadministration with other anticancer drugs without certain drawbacks, or for the first line of cancer therapy, because LHT7 has a dramatic therapeutic potential with lower side effects.